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Abstract

In this paper we extend the Abductive Event Calculus, a variant and extension

of the Event Calculus of Kowalski and Sergot, with a representation for contin-

uous change. We assume the change is not exactly known and use constraints to

represent the available knowledge. The resulting logic program can be executed

by the SLDNFA abductive procedure of Denecker and De Schreye. We show

how our representation of continuous change combines with solutions to other

problems in temporal reasoning, like indeterministic e�ects of actions, and how

it can be used not only for temporal projection, but also to solve planning and

diagnosis problems or any combination thereof.

1 Introduction

The Event Calculus (see

[

12

]

) is one of the many formalisms used for repre-

senting a changing world. The basic concepts are events and properties, events

initiating and terminating periods of time during which properties hold.

Several modi�ed versions of the Event Calculus have been used, for example

in

[

19

]

,

[

9

]

and

[

15

]

, mostly to simplify the ontology and to eliminate problems

occuring because of bidirectional persistence of properties (forward as well as

backward in time). Extensions were introduced to improve the expressive power

in several ways. One of the most important of these was the introduction of

abduction, for example in

[

8

]

,

[

15

]

and

[

5

]

, which made it possible to use the

Event Calculus for planning and for diagnosis (

[

7

]

) as well as for temporal

projection.

In the original Event Calculus, as in most other versions, all change is sup-

posed to be discrete. Recently there have been proposals (

[

19

]

,

[

16

]

) to incorpo-

rate continuous change in the Event Calculus, describing changing quantities as

exactly known functions of time. In this paper we propose an extension of the

Abductive Event Calculus that does not require such complete knowledge about

the change, and which is closer to the qualitative reasoning point of view. One

other qualitative approach to representating continuous change in the Event

Calculus is described in

[

20

]

, but as the author points out, that work was never

really completed.

We will apply our formalism to a number of examples and show how it can

be used to solve projection, planning and diagnosis problems and problems in

which indeterminism occurs.



2 The Event Calculus

In the Event Calculus, information is represented in Horn clauses augmented

with negation as failure. The following axioms de�ne a simpli�ed version of the

Event Calculus, which we use as a basis for introducing our extension:

holds at(P; T )  happens(E); E << T; initiates(E; P );

not clipped(E;P; T):

clipped(E;P; T)  happens(C); in(C;E;T );

terminates(C; P ):

in(C;E;T )  E << C;C << T:

happens(E) holds if the event E occurs. We allow only one event to occur at

any one time point, which makes it possible to represent events directly by their

time of occurrence. This does not limit the expressive power of the formalism,

since it is possible for more than one action to take place during one event. We

consider events to be just special time points, on which for example actions may

occur. A strict chronological order << is de�ned on all time points, including

events.

The actions associated with an event determine which properties are initi-

ated or terminated by it. This is formulated through domain dependent rules

which are represented in the form

initiates(E; P )  act(E;A); Precond(A;P ):

terminates(E; P )  act(E;B); Precond(B; P ):

where the optional Precond(A; P ) consists of a number of preconditions for the

action, mostly in the form of holds at and not holds at expressions.

To represent problems in which an initial state is given, a start event is

introduced. This event initiates all properties that are true in the initial state:

happens(start):

initiates(start; P )  initially(P ):

No events are allowed to occur before start.

3 SLDNFA in the Event Calculus

The Event Calculus can be used as a logic program under Clark completion

semantics (

[

2

]

) to solve temporal projection (prediction) problems. This can

be done deductively using the well-known SLDNF procedure. However, Clark

completion semantics assumes complete knowledge about the problem domain.

Any form of incomplete knowledge | like actions with indeterministic e�ects

| can not be dealt with. Furthermore, postdiction (diagnosis) and planning

problems can not be solved using deduction in this form of the Event Calculus.

These problems can be overcome in the following way: on the represen-

tational level, we use the Console completion semantics for abductive logic

programs of

[

3

]

, augmented with general �rst order logic constraints. This se-

mantics allows for the use of unde�ned predicates: predicates with an unknown

truth value. Thus, incomplete knowledge can be represented.



On the level of problem solving, we will use abduction as well as deduction,

which requires an abductive proof procedure: given a set of logic formulas F

(facts and rules about the problem domain) and a number of conclusions G, an

abductive procedure attempts to �nd a set of additional facts � such that

� F + � is consistent.

� F + � j= G.

� � is minimal: no subset of � exists that satis�es the �rst two conditions.

The minimality condition is not always added. The facts allowed in � will be

constrained by the user to obtain useful results.

Abduction can be used to deal with indeterministic e�ects and to solve

diagnosis and planning problems, by constraining the facts in � in the appro-

priate way. In general the predicates allowed in � are those we have incomplete

knowledge about, in other words the unde�ned predicates. In the sequel we re-

fer to these as the abducible predicates. For example, in planning problems

we have incomplete knowledge about the actions occurring in the plan and the

time relations that connect them, so happens, act and << will be abducible.

We try to �nd the sequence of actions necessary to prove the goal, which is the

desired end state. In a similar way postdiction problems and indeterminism

can be modeled.

For our experiments we have used an implementation of the SLDNFA (SLD

resolution with Negation as Failure and Abduction) procedure described in

[

6

]

and

[

7

]

. This procedure allows for a better treatment of abducible atoms con-

taining variables compared to other procedures. A proof of the soundness and

completeness of the procedure with respect to Console completion semantics

can be found in the aforementioned papers.

An important feature of this procedure is that it keeps track of both a list

of goals for which a successful derivation is needed, and a list of goals for which

�nite failure must be proven. Therefore it is quite easy to handle constraints of

the form

false A

1

; : : :A

n

:

by adding  A

1

; : : :A

n

: to the latter list of goals. The use of this kind of con-

straints proved very helpful in many situations, not in the least in our proposal

for modeling continuous change. In general we can transform any logic formula

into one or more rules of this form (

[

14

]

), thereby extending the expressiveness

of the formalism considerably. Given the program F including the set of con-

straints, and the goal \:false & G", the SLDNFA procedure �nds a � such

that

Comp(F + �) j= :false & G

where Comp(P ) is the Clark completion of P . Note that the atom false should

not be interpreted as simply :true: it actually means \a constraint is violated",

and the goal :false is then used to ensure satisfaction of all constraints.



4 Continuous Change

Like most other formalisms developed for temporal reasoning, the Event Cal-

culus originally did not take the possibility of continuous change into account.

Every property takes on a number of discrete values (most often just booleans),

and changes of these values occur at certain isolated time points. In many cases

such an approach is su�cient: many properties have a boolean value or can only

take on a limited number of discrete values. It is even possible to model a contin-

uously changing value at a high level of abstraction using discrete values. One

can for example use the properties on(X;A), on(X;B) and between(X;A;B)

to model the location of X , even though that location is in fact a continuous

variable.

But for some problems this level of abstraction is too high: it can be used to

model the continuous value, but it is insu�cient if we want to model the change

itself. An example where we need to model continuous change is the problem

of a tank that can be �lled with water, as introduced in

[

19

]

. This is a simple

problem, yet it shows many of the complications that arise when continuous

change occurs. The most important of these is the problem of autotermination,

also introduced in

[

19

]

. It is possible that the change of a property over time

gets terminated by itself, without the occurrence of any external event. This

happens for example when the rising water in a tank reaches its rim. At that

moment, the change in water level causes the event of its own termination.

Other complications of this form can occur if the water triggers events when

it reaches certain levels, like the ringing of a warning bell. In general, a changing

property can cause a number of other events to happen at di�erent time points.

The water tank problem can be extended in several ways, and we can use it

to demonstrate a number of di�erent types of problem solving. For example, it

is possible to introduce a number of taps and plugs (open taps �ll the tank, open

plugs empty it) that can be opened or closed simultaneously. We can introduce

several warning bells, as discussed earlier, and allow for the possibility that

some of these bells are broken (indeterministic aspect). We can then open a

tap without closing it later, and ask why no bell has rung (diagnosis : the bell

must be broken). We can ask whether the opening of the tap will result in bells

ringing (two solutions: no if they are broken, yes otherwise). We can open a

tap and ask to avoid the ringing of any bells, even though they are not broken

(planning: the tap must be closed, or a plug opened, or maybe the bell turned

o�).

When looking for a representation of continuous change, two approaches

can be distinguished. The �rst one assumes complete knowledge about the

change: the changing quantity is exactly known as a function of time, or can be

calculated from other data (like the ow through a certain tap). This approach

is taken by most authors, for example in

[

17

]

,

[

19

]

and

[

16

]

.

But in the case of continuous change | even more than in other cases |

it seems necessary to allow for incomplete knowledge. For example, while it

is easy to check whether a turkey is dead or alive, determining the water level

in a �lling tank as an exact function of time is non-trivial. Most probably the



only real knowledge available is that the level is rising. We will show that even

such very limited knowledge contains important information that can be used

in several types of problem solving.

5 Representation of continuous change in the Ab-

ductive Event Calculus

We propose a representation of continuous change that only requires qualitative

knowledge. For example, in the case of a �lling water tank such knowledge

might be that the water level is rising, that it is rising in a continuous way, that

autotermination will occur when the water reaches the rim, etc. We want this

solution to �t in with the general framework of the Abductive Event Calculus,

so that it can be combined with discrete changes, indeterminism, and planning

and diagnosis problems.

We present our proposal in two stages: in a �rst step we allow only one

inuence to exist on a changing variable at the same instant in time. In the

second step we extend this solution with simultaneous inuences. We illustrate

the formalism by modeling a �lling water tank and using the representation for

problem solving.

5.1 Solution without simultaneous inuences

In our �rst step we introduce two new predicates. cont change(P; Sort; T ) holds

if at time point T the property P is subject to a continuous change of sort Sort.

Sort is a parameter used to distinguish di�erent kinds of change, where each

kind has certain unique properties. How many and which kinds of change are

to be distinguished, depends on the amount of available knowledge as well as on

the relevance of the observed di�erences between two kinds. A lot of work on

this topic of making useful and adequate abstractions exists in the qualitative

physics community (see for example

[

10

]

and

[

13

]

). One simple and obvious

abstraction, which is often used in qualitative physics, is the distinction between

positive and negative change. We will use this distinction in our examples.

state in change(P; T ) is a predicate describing the value of P as a function

of time during periods of change. We add the following axiom to the Event

Calculus to express this:

holds at(P; T )  cont change(P; Sort; T );

state in change(P; T ):

So, if P is changing, its value is de�ned by state in change. The following

axioms describe when a continuous change is in e�ect.

cont change(P; Sort; T )  happens(E); E << T;

init change(E; P; Sort);

not change clipped(E;P; T; Sort):

change clipped(E;P; T; Sort)  happens(C); in(C;E;T );

term change(C; P; Sort):



where init change, term change and change clipped correspond to initiates,

terminates and clipped for discrete properties.

During periods of change, the state in change function determines the value

of properties. This approach is similar to the de�nition of trajectories in

[

19

]

, but where trajectories are de�ned as exactly known functions, we leave

state in change unde�ned (abducible). Instead we de�ne constraints on the

state in change function to represent the available knowledge, for example

monotonicity or continuity of the change. These constraints will be described

later on. We will show that they provide the expressiveness needed to handle

all aforementioned applications.

The original axioms of the Event Calculus still apply, and describe the state

of properties while they are not undergoing any change. To ensure correct

interaction between periods of change and periods of rest, we add the following

axioms:

terminates(E; P )  init change(E; P; Sort):

initiates(E; P )  holds at(P;E); term change(E; P; Sort):

meaning that the start of a change terminates a period of rest, while termination

of the change initiates a new period of rest. In particular, the case in which a

change has terminated and no new change initiated, is now properly dealt with

by the holds at rule for discrete change.

We will illustrate the use of this formalism by describing a �lling water

tank. The constraints we de�ne are problem speci�c, since they depend on the

actual knowledge available about the change. However, most of them represent

quite common properties, like continuity of change, and can be generalized or

adapted to other problem descriptions.

The tank contains a tap and a plug. An open tap results in rising water

level, an open plug in dropping level. The tap and the plug can not be open

simultaneously, since in this �rst step we do not allow multiple inuences on

one property at the same moment:

init change(E; level(L);+)  act(E; open tap):

term change(E; level(L);+)  act(E; close tap):

init change(E; level(L);�)  act(E; open plug):

term change(E; level(L);�)  act(E; close plug):

false  cont change(E; P;�); cont change(E; P;+):

In this example we choose to distinguish only two kinds of continuous change:

rising and dropping water level, denoted by sorts + and �. As indicated earlier,

this is a very simple abstraction, but we will show its usefulness. The changing

property we consider is level(L), the water level in the tank. We know the

following:

� The water level is rising (dropping) monotonically.

� At any instant in time, there can be only one level.

� The change is continuous (if the water reaches two di�erent levels during

one period of change, then it will also reach all levels between them).



� If the tap is opened, and nothing happens that stops the rising of the

water, then the water will eventually reach the rim of the tank (we assume

the water will not do strange things like rise asymptotically to the rim).

Similarly the tank will eventually become empty if the plug is open.

� When the rising (dropping) water reaches the rim (bottom) of the tank,

the change is automatically terminated.

This information is expressed in a number of constraints, written in the

form required by SLDNFA. In order to be able to write these constraints, we

�rst specify when two time points belong to a same period of change:

same change(P; Sort; T

1

; T

2

)  happens(C); C � T

1

; T

1

<< T

2

;

init change(C; P; Sort);

not change clipped(C;P; T2; Sort):

where � is de�ned in the usual way.

Next, we de�ne a linear order on the set of water levels. A special constraint

module has been added to our SLDNFA-implementation to e�ciently keep track

of any number of such ordered sets, ensuring they have a strict linear order

de�ned on them. The formula isa(X;O) is used to indicate thatX belongs to set

O. The linear order is described by the predicate smaller=3: smaller(O;X; Y )

holds if X is smaller than Y with respect to the order on O. From a declarative

point of view, smaller=3 is an unde�ned predicate satisfying antireexivity,

antisymmetry, transitivity and linearity constraints.

Moreover, if a scenario asserts isa(bottom(O); O) and/or isa(top(O); O),

these are the extrema of O. Otherwise no extrema exist. The set O does

not need to be completely determined: it is possible to make isa abducible

(satisfying certain constraints of course). For example, this allows us to consider

only the relevant levels in a tank, with the possibility to introduce more levels

if (and only if) needed.

In fact, the order << on events is a variant of this general linear order,

with start being the minimum of the set and no maximum de�ned. Similarly

happens is a special case of isa.

We refer to the set of water levels as l type, and add the constraint

false  holds at(level(X); T ); not isa(X; l type):

Now we can formulate our constraints on changes. The constraints are written

in terms of holds at, but actually | through the rules for holds at in terms

of state in change | constrain this unde�ned predicate. The �rst of the con-

straints, concerning monotonicity, ensures that for every two time points during

the same period of positive change, the level on the later time point is greater



than the level on the earlier one. The opposite holds for negative change.

false  same change(level(L);+; T

1

; T

2

); holds at(level(X); T

1

);

holds at(level(Y ); T

2

); T

1

<< T

2

; smaller(l type; Y;X):

false  same change(level(L);+; T

1

; T

2

); holds at(level(X); T

1

);

holds at(level(X); T

2

); T

1

<< T

2

; not X = top(l type):

false  same change(level(L);�; T

1

; T

2

); holds at(level(X); T

1

);

holds at(level(Y ); T

2

); T

1

<< T

2

; smaller(l type;X; Y ):

false  same change(level(L);�; T

1

; T

2

); holds at(level(X); T

1

);

holds at(level(X); T

2

); T

1

<< T

2

; not X = bottom(l type):

We allow for the level to remain constant once the water reaches the rim.

This, together with the restriction that the rim is the maximum existing level,

captures the meaning of autotermination: when the tank is full, the level stops

rising. We choose this representation rather than introducing a terminating

event caused by the change like Shanahan does. Such autoterminating event

would not distinguish the case in which the tap is closed just when the tank is

full from the case in which the tank overows. However, there are di�erences,

like the oor getting wet. Moreover, in our next step we will allow for multiple

simultaneous inuences on a changing variable. In that case, the introduction

of an autoterminating event leads to erroneous conclusions, as we will discuss

later. In our representation the tank being full does not terminate the period

of change, even though the level remains constant.

The other constraints look like this:

- no two levels at the same instant:

false  holds at(level(X); T

1

); holds at(level(Y ); T

1

); not X = Y:

- continuity:

false  same change(level(L); Sort; T

1

; T

2

); T

1

<< T

2

,

holds at(level(X); T

1

); holds at(level(Y ); T2); isa(Z; l type);

between(l type; Z;X; Y ); not reach between(l type; Z; T

1

; T

2

):

reach between(l type; Z; T

1

; T

2

)  happens(T

3

); T

1

<< T

3

; T

3

<< T

2

;

holds at(level(Z); T

3

):

between(O;Z;X; Y ) smaller(O;X;Z); smaller(O;Z; Y ):

between(O;Z;X; Y ) smaller(O; Y; Z); smaller(O;Z;X):

- water eventually reaches the rim:

false  happens(E); init change(E; level(X);+);

not change clipped after(E; level(X);+);

isa(top(l type); l type); not reach after(E; top(l type)):

false  happens(E); init change(E; level(X);�);

not change clipped after(E; level(X);�);

isa(bottom(l type); l type); not reach after(E; bottom(l type)):

reach after(E;L) happens(E

2

); E << E

2

; holds at(level(L); E

2

):

change clipped after(E; P; Sort)  happens(E

2

); E << E

2

;

term change(E

2

; P; Sort):



5.2 Applications

This version of our proposal can already handle a variety of problems. First we

study a simple scenario in the water tank world. We de�ne three levels: the

bottom of the tank, the top, and a level halfway. The tank is initially empty,

and then a tap is opened.

Although in practice we can and most often will make happens and <<

abducible, this usually implies that in�nitely many solutions to a given query

exist. Using an iterative deepening control in the SLDNFA implementation,

solutions with a minimal number of abduced events can be generated �rst.

Since we do not want to elaborate on this implementation in the current paper,

we instead assume that the necessary number of events is added to the scenario.

We emphasize, however, that this is not a limitation of the approach. In this

scenario, we add two additional events.

happens(start): happens(e

1

): happens(e

2

): happens(e

3

):

start << e

1

: e

1

<< e

2

: e

2

<< e

3

:

isa(bottom(l type); l type): isa(half; l type): isa(top(l type); l type):

initially(level(bottom(l type))): act(e

1

; open tap):

We want to know if, and under which conditions, this scenario is possible. So

we try to solve the query \ not false". We obtain the following abduced

facts:

state in change(level(half); e

2

):

state in change(level(top(l type)); e

3

):

and a couple of facts ordering the l type set. This order is trivial, since there

is only one level apart from the minimum and maximum of the set.

This solution is indeed correct: because the tap is never closed, the water

reaches the top. This can happen no later than at time e

3

, since e

3

is the last

time point we de�ned. Now, since the water reaches the top, we know it also

reaches all levels between bottom and top. So, the water must reach the level

halfway sometime between e

1

and e

3

, which can only be at e

2

, the only other

event we provided. Of course, if other events existed between e

1

and e

3

, and

especially if happens were abducible, there would be other solutions as well.

In a second example we add a bell that rings when the water reaches the

level halfway. This shows how we can handle events that are caused by the

change. At the same time we add an indeterministic aspect, by making it

possible for the bell to be broken. We do not know whether the bell is broken

or not, so we declare broken bell to be an abducible predicate, as in

[

7

]

. We

only have to add the rule

initiates(E; ring bell)  holds at(level(half); E); not broken bell:

With the bell and the indeterminism added, we can demonstrate how diagnosis

problems are handled. To diagnose why the bell is not ringing at e

3

, we use the

query

 not false; not holds at(ringbell; e

3

):



The additional abduction of broken bell is made, since the level halfway has to

be reached at e

2

. A solution without broken bell does not exist.

Postdiction problems, where facts about an earlier time point are derived

given information about a later one, are a special form of diagnosis problem

where initially is the abducible predicate.

Finally we can use this representation with the SLDNFA procedure for

planning in the context of continuous change. As an example, we generate a

plan of actions that explains the fact that, after opening a tap, the bell does

not ring even though it is not broken. We have the general rules

init change(E; level(X);+)  act(E; open tap):

term change(E; level(X);+)  act(E; close tap):

initiates(E; ring bell)  holds at(level(half); E); not broken bell:

The de�nitions of happens, isa, initially and << are identical to those in

our �rst application, and state in change, smaller, act and broken bell are

abducible. If we want to solve

 not false; act(e

1

; open tap); not holds at(ringbell; e

3

); not broken bell:

we �nd one solution with abduced facts act(e

1

; open tap) and act(e

2

; close tap),

and a second one with the close tap action on e

3

instead of e

2

. Because the tap

is now closed at a certain point in time, the water is no longer guaranteed to

reach the rim, or even the level halfway. The level at time e

3

will be somewhere

between bottom(l type) and half .

5.3 Extension for multiple inuences

If we want to allow for multiple simultaneous inuences to exist on the same

changing variable, we need to extend our proposal. Where the notion of inu-

ence, or in fact the distinction between change and inuence was unimportant

in our previous version, it is now of vital importance. We introduce a new

predicate influence=4. influence(I; P; Sort; T ) holds if at time point T , P is

subject to the inuence I of sort Sort.

Changes are now de�ned in terms of the existing inuences, while the ef-

fect of actions is the initiation and/or termination of these inuences. The

predicates init change, term change and change clipped will be eliminated

and replaced by a set of new predicates init influ, term influ, influ clipped,

influ started and influenced. The following new de�nitions apply:

influence(I; P; S; T )  happens(E); E << T; init influ(E; I; P; S);

not influ clipped(I; E;P; T):

influ clipped(I;E;P; T)  happens(C); in(C;E;T ); term influ(C; I; P; S):

influ started(I;E;P; T )  happens(C); in(C;E;T ); init influ(C; I; P; S):

influenced(T

1

; P; T

2

)  influ clipped(I; T

1

; P; T

2

):

influenced(T

1

; P; T

2

)  influ started(I; T

1

; P; T

2

):

We rede�ne cont change in terms of inuences, and leave our frame axioms

and constraints unchanged. We choose to distinguish two kinds of inuence:



positive and negative. This leads to three kinds of change: if all inuences on a

variable are positive, the change is positive (+). If all inuences are negative,

the change is negative (�). If there are both positive and negative inuences,

the change is continuous but with unknown direction (?). This is expressed in

the following rules:

cont change(P;+; T )  influence(I; P;+; T ); not any influ(P;�; T ):

cont change(P;�; T )  influence(I; P;�; T ); not any influ(P;+; T ):

cont change(P; ?; T )  influence(I; P;+; T ); influence(J; P;�; T ):

any influ(P; Sort; T )  influence(J; P; Sort; T ):

where the last rule is introduced to avoid oundering.

As in the �rst proposal, the types of change and inuence are chosen because

of their generality. They can be modi�ed if the problem domain requires this,

for example when a distinction can be made between slow change and fast

change. We choose to stick with this very general set of types, to show that

even with a small amount of knowledge several problems can be handled.

The interaction between periods of rest and periods of change is ensured by

the following rules:

terminates(E; P )  init influ(E; I; P; S):

initiates(E; P )  holds at(P;E); term influ(E; I; P; S);

not unterminated influ(P;E):

unterminated influ(P;E)  init influ(E; I; P; Sort):

unterminated influ(P;E)  happens(E

�

); influence(I; E

�

; P; Sort);

not term influ(E; I; P; Sort):

where unterminated influ(P;E) holds if there are inuences on P that will

continue to exist after E.

We can now model the water tank in the following way, adding the possibility

of multiple taps and plugs:

init influ(E; tap(Y ); level(X);+))  act(E; open tap(Y )):

init influ(E; plug(Y ); level(X);�))  act(E; open plug(Y )):

term influ(E; tap(Y ); level(X);+))  act(E; close tap(Y )):

term influ(E; plug(Y ); level(X);�))  act(E; close plug(Y )):

using the name or number of the tap to identify the inuence. In this way, it

is easy to determine which inuence is initiated or terminated by an action.

The monotonicity, continuity and unique level constraints do not need to be

modi�ed. However, the constraints indicating that the water eventually reaches

the top or the bottom | when rising or dropping | get more complicated

because of the possibility of many inuences: if, at a certain point in time,

there are unterminated positive inuences while no negative inuences remain,

and if after that time point there is no change of inuence anymore, then the

water will eventually reach its maximum level. Again a similar conclusion holds



about the water reaching its minimum level if only negative inuences exist.

false  happens(E); unterminated influ(E; level(L);+);

not unterminated influ(E; level(L);�);

not influenced after(E; level(L));

isa(top(l type); l type); not reach after(E; top(l type)):

false  happens(E); unterminated influ(E; level(L);�);

not unterminated influ(E; level(L);+);

not influenced after(E; level(L)); isa(bottom(l type); l type);

not reach after(E; bottom(l type)):

with reach after as before, and influenced after de�ned as

influenced after(E; P )  happens(E

2

); E << E

2

; term influ(E; I; P; S):

influenced after(E; P )  happens(E

2

); E << E

2

; init influ(E; I; P; S):

which completes our proposal for continuous change with multiple inuences.

Basically it can handle the same kinds of problems as our �rst proposal, but it

eliminates the unrealistic restriction to one inuence. An example that shows

how even changes with unknown direction provide us with useful information,

is the following scenario: we open a tap and a plug, resulting in an unknown

change. We know nothing about the initial water level. We observe the water

level at t

1

and t

2

, and see it is below halfway at t

1

and above halfway at t

2

. In

this case, the bell should be ringing at t

2

if it is not broken. Apart from the

general rules descibed above, we have

initiates(E; ring bell)  holds at(level(half); E); not broken bell:

isa(bottom(l type); l type): happens(start): start << e

1

:

isa(x; l type): happens(e

1

): e

1

<< t

1

:

isa(half; l type): happens(t

1

): t

1

<< e

isa(y; l type): happens(e): e << t

2

:

isa(top(l type); l type): happens(t

2

):

act(e

1

; open tap(tap

1

)): act(e

1

; open plug(plug

1

)):

We add an extra event e between t

1

and t

2

. If happens were abducible, this event

would always be abduced, as the constraints can never be satis�ed otherwise.

For the reasons indicated earlier we choose to simply add this necessary event

to the scenario. Of course we do not give any information about what is going

on at time e, it is just there to be used if needed. Similarly we add two new

levels x and y. We ask

 not false; holds at(level(x); t

1

); holds at(level(y); t

2

);

smaller(l type; x; half); smaller(l type; half; y);

not holds at(ring bell; t

2

):

and again, we �nd broken bell is abduced. Indeed, the change is not required

to be monotonic, and we do not know how the water level behaves between t

1

and t

2

, whether it reaches the top or the bottom, or how many times it passes

the level halfway. Yet we do know, because of continuity, that it passes the level



halfway at least once between t

1

and t

2

. Therefore, if the bell is not ringing, it

has to be broken.

We conclude this section by indicating why autoterminating events would

lead to erroneous results in the extended version of our proposal. Suppose we

use autoterminating events. If we open a tap and wait until the tank is full,

such event would occur. Suppose then we do not close the tap, but open a plug.

We could then conclude that there is a negative inuence from the plug, but

no positive one from the tap, since that inuence was (auto)terminated by the

event. Therefore we could conclude that the tank would empty.

However, in reality the positive inuence of the tap still exists. Though it

has no e�ect if it is the only inuence present, it is not terminated and can still

show itself by counteracting other inuences.

This does not mean, however, that autoterminating events are a worthless

notion: they can indeed occur in reality. As an example, there could be a

sensor at the rim of the tank that detects the water level reaching it. This could

provoke the closing of all taps. In that case, we have a real autoterminating

event, and it has to be represented as such.

6 Discussion

We have incorporated a representation of continuous change in the Abductive

Event Calculus, assuming that we have no complete knowledge about that

change. We have used constraints in combination with abduction to represent

the available knowledge. We have made a distinction between the inuences

on a changing value and the change of that value itself. This distinction is

necessary if we want to model any but the most simple problem domains.

A few other authors have addressed the problem of representing continuous

change in a temporal reasoning formalism. Allen's theory of time (

[

1

]

) was

modi�ed in

[

11

]

to �x certain problems arising when continuous change was

considered in the original theory. Sandewall (

[

17

]

,

[

18

]

) describes a framework

that uses di�erential equations combined with logic and a form of chronological

minimisation.

In an approach based like ours on the Event Calculus, Shanahan extends the

formalism with trajectories(

[

19

]

). These trajectories describe periods of contin-

uous change, assuming the change is exactly known as a function of time. The

extension �ts in nicely with the Event Calculus, as periods of rest | described

by the basic Event Calculus axioms | and periods of motion | described

by the axioms for trajectories | interact without a problem. This solution is

further re�ned in

[

16

]

to make reasoning at di�erent levels of time granularity

possible, and to allow for the parameters of the change to be modi�ed while

the change is in e�ect.

This approach assumes that each trajectory is exactly known. To avoid

this, in

[

20

]

a qualitative version of trajectories is proposed, based on the naive

physics theory of conuences described in

[

4

]

. Conuences are, simply stated,

a form of qualitative di�erential equations. They can be used to describe the



world in terms of the signs of certain quantities and the signs of their derivatives,

without knowing any exact values. Shanahan combines these conuences with

trajectories. These trajectory do not need to be exactly known anymore, but

are quqlitative.

However, there are many di�erences between this approach and ours. Shana-

han distinguishes certain landmark values through which the changing value

can pass. This corresponds in a sense to our de�nition of levels, but the set of

landmarks is always �xed while our levels and their order can be incompletely

known. This results in a greater exibility of our approach.

Another di�erence lies in Shanahan's treatment of autotermination using

a caused event, which leads to the problems we indicated earlier. Finally,

Shanahan does not distinguish inuences from changes, where we argue that

this distinction is necessary for handling simultaneous inuences on the same

variable.

Shanahan's proposal is presented in Horn clause logic, and as a logic theory

provides a valid representation, but it is not intended to run as a logic program.

Shanahan indicates that it still contains many loops and ine�ciencies.

Our representation is compatible with the aspects of the Abductive Event

Calculus that have been developed to represent indeterminism and to solve

problems involving planning and diagnosis. This is probably the most im-

portant aspect of the proposal, since as far as we know all representations of

continuous change to date, be it qualitative or quantitative, are only intended

to solve prediction problems (if problem solving is at all possible), and can cer-

tainly not deal with indeterminism. The advantage of our proposal is that it

combines the extensions for planning, diagnosis, indeterminism and continuous

change in one framework.

Our theories can be | and are | actually executed by means of the SLD-

NFA procedure. Because of the use of many constraints and of the very high

level implementation, that execution is still rather ine�cient (though certain

optimisations, using constraint logic programming techniques, have been in-

cluded). One of our further research goals is the improvement of the abductive

proof procedure, besides further representational issues.
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